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EdinburghGarbage Collector Terminates - How to Avoid JBoss/Tomcat can terminate an application by sending a "garbage collection" signal to the JVM
if there is no more work to do and no outstanding threads. Garbage collection cannot be avoided so this type of termination can occur, but it can be
delayed. You can avoid an immediate garbage collection in one of three ways: Use System.gc() This method only schedules a collection for the next

time the classloader loads the class. You probably want to use this when your application needs a collection but you are not sure exactly when it will be
collected. The call will also be ignored if the garbage collector is in the middle of a cycle. Use System.setFinalizer(Thread,boolean) This method lets you
set a method to run when a thread is garbage collected. Use System.setFinalizer(ThreadGroup,boolean) This method lets you set a method to run when
all threads in a given thread group are garbage collected. You can call these methods from a thread to force an immediate collection. These methods
do not run if the garbage collector is in the middle of a cycle. Terminate with a System.exit() This is a special method that can be used when you need
to terminate the application immediately. After an System.exit() the caller will not be garbage collected. If you are using either JBoss or Tomcat, you

can ignore these announcements by setting the correct setting in the domain.xml file
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